THE FORTRESS Reading Group Guide

Questions for Discussion
1. Describe Danielle and her husband at the beginning of The Fortress. Compare and
contrast their talents, ambitions, and backgrounds. How do Danielle and her husband
come together? Do you believe in fate or love at first sight? Talk about their connection.
How does it shape their relationship—and its eventual unraveling?
2. What does love mean to Danielle? What about her husband? How do they express their
commitment to each other?
3. Describe how Danielle and her husband’s relationship evolved from their first meeting
through their move to Bulgaria and back. What were they like as individuals and as a
couple when they moved to Providence, Rhode Island?
4. When did you notice the first cracks in their relationship? How did Danielle cope with
these initial fault lines and later, as the problems between her and her husband escalated?
5. What prompted Danielle to move the family to the south of France? What did La
Commanderie signify to her about her marriage and her family? In your opinion, was
reconciliation possible then?
6. What kind of emotional support system did Danielle have in France? How did her friends
encourage her and eventually betray her?
7. What happens to Danielle when she eventually meets Hadrien? What attracts her to him?
8. “Even as I walked away from La Commanderie, I understood that my decision could
have grave consequences. . . . Yet, I had to go to Paris, no matter what the cost. It might

be my downfall, this reckless quest to understand my heart, but I couldn’t hide from it
any more,” Danielle writes. What did going to Paris teach her about herself, her heart,
and love? Compare this Danielle who steps on the train for Paris to the woman you first
met. How has she changed?
9. Danielle was surprised at her husband’s reaction when she returned from Paris. Why?
How does the trip impact him? Why does Danielle come to fear him? Are her fears
justified?
10. What role do their children play in keeping their parents together and in their breakup?
11. How does Danielle finally escape her husband and La Commanderie? What does her
eventual knowledge about herself, her life, and love itself, cost her?
12. Do you think Danielle and her husband truly loved each other, or was their relationship
more about being in love with the idea of love? Did love ultimately fail them?
13. Do you think anything might have saved this relationship? What did Danielle learn from
the years she spent with her husband?
14. Think about the memoir’s structure. Would the book’s impact be different if the narrative
were more linear in the telling?
15. Why did you or your book group select The Fortress? What expectations, if any, did you
have before reading the memoir? What did you take away from reading the book?

